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About us
RBS RoeverBroennerSusat is one of Germany’s leading independent mediumsized auditing and tax consulting firms. RBS RoeverBroennerSusat
Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH, a leading medium-sized law firm, is also a
member of the RBS Group. Around 50 partners and 650 employees support
clients in the areas of auditing, tax and legal advice, as well as corporate finance and consulting services.
We are active in all regions of Germany with our nine locations in Berlin, Hamburg, Frankfurt am Main, Cologne, Leipzig, Munich, Nuremberg, Dresden,
Potsdam and Greifswald, thus in your vicinity.
Our clients range from private individuals who are sole traders, through smallto medium-sized business partnerships and limited liability companies, to large
publicly listed corporations and groups. In addition to commercial companies,
we also serve non-profit organisations, foundations, and public sector entities.
Multi-disciplinary auditing and consulting
We have particular industry expertise relating to insurance companies and
banking institutions, wholesalers, retailers and public sector entities. Our main
activities in the areas of auditing, tax and legal advice, as well as corporate finance and consulting services, along with auditing annual financial statements
in accordance with the German Commercial Code (HGB) and with international
accounting standards, are comprehensive support for corporate transactions
and restructuring, tax planning, and on-going tax consulting. In addition, we
provide various audit-related services in the areas of international financial reporting, IT and process assurance and actuarial science.
Highly qualified employees
Our highly trained employees have outstanding specialist knowledge. In addition to their university-level qualifications, they acquire additional expertise in
the relevant areas of their work. Along with acquiring the qualifications to become auditors, attorneys or tax advisors, our employees may also hold further
qualifications as actuaries, CPA, CFA, CISA, etc. Many of our experts are also
members of the Institute of Public Auditors in Germany, Incorporated Association (Institute der Wirtschaftsprüfer [IDW]) professional organisations and the
German Chamber of Public Accountants (Wirtschaftsprüferkammer [WPK]).
They are involved in working groups, supervisory and specialist committees,
give lectures and publish specialist articles and reference books.
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Locations

International networks
As a member of Moore Stephens International Limited, a network of independent auditing and tax consulting firms, we offer audits in accordance with international standards, consulting in international teams, international tax law and
cross-border transactions (restructuring, purchase and sale of companies, outsourcing of activities).
With 21,000 employees in more than 620 offices and 100 countries, Moore
Stephens is represented in all important economic centres worldwide through
independent member firms and counts among the leading and most renowned
international networks.
For our international legal activities we are a member of Warwick Legal International Network Limited, an international association of independent law firms offering legal services at the highest level.
Warwick Legal has around 40 members based in more than 50 offices in over
25 European countries. Its attorneys are experienced in all areas of national
and international commercial law, such as corporate law, financing law, real estate law, labour law, purchase and sale of companies, restructuring, conversions, competition law, industrial property rights and tax law.
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RBS in figures
Founded

1919

Partners

50

Employees

650

Branch offices

10

Auditors/certified accountants (vBP)

more than 200

2012 revenues

€ 68 million

Contact details
Berlin
August-Viktoria Strasse 118
14193 Berlin
T
+49 30 208 88-0
F
+49 30 208 88-1999

Munich
Herzog-Heinrich-Strasse 22
80336 München
T
+49 89 350 00-0
F
+49 89 350 00-2350

Rankestrasse 21
10789 Berlin
T
+49 30 208 88-0
F
+49 30 208 88-1999

Nuremberg
Längenstrasse 14
90491 Nürnberg
T
+49 911 60 07-0
F
+49 911 60 07-2699

Hamburg
Domstrasse 15
20095 Hamburg
T
+49 40 415 22-0
F
+49 40 415 22-111

Dresden
Bautzner Strasse 17
01099 Dresden
T
+49 351 45 15-0
F
+49 351 45 15-2250

Frankfurt am Main
Gervinusstrasse 15
60322 Frankfurt am Main
T
+49 69 500 60-0
F
+49 69 500 60-2050

Potsdam
Hebbelstrasse 27
14469 Potsdam
T
+49 331 73 04 07-70
F
+49 331 73 04 07-79

Cologne
Aachener Strasse 75
50931 Köln
T
+49 221 912 84-50
F
+49 221 912 84-56

Greifswald
Steinbeckerstrasse 10
17489 Greifswald
T
+49 3834 885 33-40
F
+49 3834 885 33-44

Leipzig
Petersstrasse 1 - 13
04109 Leipzig
T
+49 341 339 70-600
F
+49 341 339 70-611

www.rbs-partner.de
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Company:
phytowelt GreenTechnologies GmbH

phytowelt GreenTechnologies GmbH
Phytowelt GreenTechnologies GmbH is a company of the newly developing industry
of plant biotechnology; its mission comprises the optimum utilization of plants for
industrial production processes. Depending on the individual goal, plants are employed as raw material (renewable resource), as a production organism or as a
prototype for process innovations (bionics and synthetic biology). In particular, we
have developed extensive expertise in the field of harnessing enzymes for valueadding biosyntheses and genes for microbial biosyntheses in order to enable our
clients to benefit from the broad spectrum of enzymatic reactions in plants, also in
the area of enzymes, fermentation and strain improvement. Through in-house
research as well as client commissions our second platform technology, protoplast
fusion, has enjoyed the accumulation of a vast knowledge base on electro-fusion
and regeneration of plant protoplasts over the past 15 years, which is geared
towards the amelioration of plant breeding. As a spin-off from the Max-PlanckInstitute for Plant Breeding Research (Max-Planck-Institut für Pflanzenzüchtungsforschung; MPIPZ) the success of the company relies on the know-how and enthusiasm of its staff and shareholders as well as on a global portfolios with clients and
license holders from Japan, New Zealand, Canada, USA, Israel and Europe.
: Ulf Leonhard asked me to explain how our company has been developed w/o
foreign capital and why we are now looking for investors for our biorefinery concept
after 15 years of successful business activity.
The main focus of our business is the holistic exploitation of plants in the fields of
agriculture and industrial biotechnology (plantdustrial - linking plant and industrial
biotechnology). PHY is developing innovative technologies for the optimal utilization
of renewable resources. Plants have served mankind already for thousands of years
as a valuable source of food, energy, clothing, building materials, cosmetics, medicine etc. In the last hundred years the potential of plants as a renewable raw material for the sustainable production has been more and more neglected because of
the abundant and cheap availability of raw oil.
Enhanced usage of biomass and the development of biorefineries for the sustainable production of bio-based products is one of the megatrends of the future. The
PHY refinery concept with its interdisciplinary integration of various techniques
allows a more complete and more efficient utilization of renewable raw materials
and can be continuously adapted according to our growing knowledge for a sustainable, eco-friendly and commercially successful industrial production.
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Company: zeo2
Street: Mariannenstrasse 9-10
City: Berlin
ZIP-Code: 10999
Country: Germany
Phone: +49 30-3926133
E-Mail: franken@zeozwei.de
Website: www.zeozwei.de

zeo2
Editor in Chief, Communication Consulting Environment, Climate, Sustainability
it´s the future
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Company: SmartE AG
Street: Denisstr. 1b
City: 80335 München
Country: Germany
Phone: +49 89 244 192 376
E-Mail: christian.damjakob@smarte-ag.com
Website: www.smarteag.com

SmartE AG
Smarteag is a Technology Holding. Our portfolio is built across the third wave of
IoT, covering infrastructure and energy applications. We work in 3 verticals: Smart
Energy, Smart Infrastructure and Smart City. In these fields we as HoldCo address
international customers with governmental, semi-governmental and big corporate
background to bring them in contacat with the technologies we have invested in.
Supported by our specialized PR agency and inhouse sales and marketing experts
we develop and operate a taylor-made sales approach for the businesses of our
portfolio companies.
Smarteag’s anchor shareholder is Munich based mic AG, The Venture Platform. mic
AG is a listed early stage VC investor and gives Smarteag the capacity to enhance
the portfolio’s technology with proprietary big data analytics and prognostics solutions when required. mic AG’s further helps with HR, administration and finance
functions.
Smarteag’s business is linked to two massive trends. The shift from fossil fuels to
renewables and the management of infrastructure assets and cities with Internetof-Things (IoT) technology and Artificial Intelligence. These segments are constantly developing. To stay at the cutting edge of technology and get a grasp of promising new business models the World Resource Ventures is a perfect venue.
Our main focus is on technology companies with products already selling in their
home market and expected revenues in the year of our investment around EUR
1mn. Nonetheless we can start earlier, if we are already familiar with the technology and see significant cross selling potential to other portfolio companies. We usually invest from EUR 250k to 3mn. According to our technology holding strategy we
need a share in the company of at least 25%.
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Company: Austrian Business Agency
Participants: Friedrich Schmidl
Street: Opernring 3
City: 1010 Wien
Country: Austria
Phone: +43/1/58858-17
E-Mail: f.schmidl@aba.gv.at

Austrian Business Agency
ABA-Invest in Austria ist die erste Anlaufstelle für ausländische Unternehmen, die
in Österreich eine eigene Gesellschaft gründen wollen. Wir stehen im Eigentum der
Österreichischen Republik und berichten an das Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft,
Familie und Jugend.
Das Service von ABA-Invest in Austria ist kostenlos. Wir beraten interessierte Unternehmen, die sich in Österreich niederlassen wollen bei allen standortrelevanten
Fragen, informieren über den Wirtschaftsstandort Österreich und sprechen aktiv
potentielle Investoren an.
Unser Team von „Location Austria“ bewirbt Österreich als Standort für
internationale Filmproduktionen und berät bei der Auswahl von Drehorten.
Von unserem Head-Office in Wien aus bearbeiten rund 25 Mitarbeiter Projekte in
Europa, USA, Kanada und Asien. Zur Betreuung des amerikanischen und japanischen Marktes verfügt die ABA darüber hinaus über Büros in New York und Tokio.
Das Team von ABA-Invest in Austria bietet internationalen Investoren maßgeschneiderte Information, Unterstützung und Beratung in folgenden Bereichen:
4
4
4
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Sämtliche Aspekte des Themas Wirtschaftsstandort Österreich im allgemeinen
Standortsuche und -auswahl
Suche nach geeignetem Firmensitz und Immobilien
Fragen der Betriebsgründung und beratende Begleitung bei Betriebsgründung
Förderungen und Finanzierungsmöglichkeiten
Arbeits- und steuerrechtliche Fragen
Suche nach österreichischen Beteiligungspartnern
Alle standortrelevanten Fragen nach Projektrealisierung
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Company: Florenus AG
Participants: Dr. Benedikt Ahleers
Street: Kurfürstendamm 136
City: 10711 Berlin
Country: Germany
Phone: +493088711550
E-Mail: info@florenus.com
Website: www.florenus.com

Florenus AG
We are Technology Merchants, Consultants for Open Innovation Development Processes, Scouts of Technology for new products and solutions.
We are looking for new technologies in different business areas.
All technologies should support a sustainable development of industries,countries,
societies and people.
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Company: CleanTechTure Partners
Street: 68 King William Street
City: EC4N 7DZ London
Country: United Kingdom
Phone: 33614212713
E-Mail: riadh.shaiek@gmail.com
Website: www.cleantechture-partners.com

CleanTechTure Partners
CleanTechTure Partners is a seed to early-growth investment firm providing venture
capital to innovative companies who developed cutting-edge technologies aiming to
mitigate the impact of human activities on the environment.
CleanTechTure seeks to invest in companies developing disruptive technologies in
the following sectors: Energy, Energy efficiency, Agriculture, Water and Green materials. We are looking for high IP technologies creating important added value to
the customers. We typically invest tickets ranging from $500K to $5 million per
round (series A, B and C).
We mostly invest with trusted syndicates to diversify our portfolio risk and we also
consider the potential exit strategies prior to investments. CleanTechTure is committed to support the invested companies in the long term but is also searching
near-term profitable business models able to capture the value and generate superior returns in a reasonable time frame.
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Company: TechnoCarbonTechnologies GbR
Participants: Kolja Kuse
Street: Oberföhringer Strasse 175 a
City: 81925 München
Country: Germany
Phone: +49 89 929 54 22
E-Mail: kk@technocarbon.de
Website: www.technocarbon.de
TechnoCarbonTechnologies GbR
TechnoCarbonTechnologies is developing new material paradigms, focussed on
reduction of energy consumption for and through material production and related
further processing to end products.
TCT strives through investigating the usability of carbon fibre reinforced mineral
materials to replace energy intensive material solutions used today for construction
of buildings, machinery and vehicles.
The result of the combination of carbon fibers and mineral materials, MineralCarbonComposites - MCC, have the potential to replace steel, aluminum and steelconcrete. Currently used minerals are natural stones like granite and hard stone in
general. The carbon makes the granite flexible through prestress being applied by
the production process into the mineral partner. Hard stones like granite become
flexible within the range of flexibility of construction steel.
4
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Looking for funding
Looking for business partners/joint ventures/strategic partnerships
Looking for (pilot project) clients
Innovation in Plastic Generation and Recycling
Raw Material Mining, Recycling, New Materials
CO2-neutral building and construction materials

Year Founded: 2005, RundD: completed, Proof of concept: completed
Demonstration pilot: completed, Make roll-out: starting, Expansion: starting
Spin-off: completed, Currency: Euro
Turnover-2009: 150000, Turnover-2010: 200000, Turnover-2011: 250000
Turnover-2012: 270000, Turnover-2013: 300000, Turnover-2014: 350000
Amount of funding: 5 - 35, Purpose: build up a larger production facility
Investor: Angel Investor
We need an investor who is not interested in short term profit but long term venture in building and growth of sustainability.
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Company: Organic Bamboo Industries AG
Participants:
Christian Gerig, Marijan Brcarevic
Street: Seitzstrasse 13
City: 9000 St.Gallen
Country: Switzerland
Phone: +41 79 218 84 61
E-Mail: mr.bamboo@organicbamboo.org
Website: www.organicbamboo.org

Organic Bamboo Industries AG
Our business today is managing bamboo forest & producing organic bamboo extract, a new ingredient for food and cosmetic industry. In a second phase we want
to expand our factory in China and start the pilot production of bamboo raw fibers
as a substitute for polypropylene and glass fibers in plastics & as a substitute for
micro plastics in cosmetics.
4
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Looking for funding
Looking for (pilot project) clients
Food, Nutrition, Agriculture
Pulp, Paper, Wood, Forest
Innovation in Plastic Generation and Recycling

Year Founded: 2012
RundD: starting
Proof of concept: completed
Demonstration pilot: completed
Make roll-out: starting
Expansion: starting
Spin-off: starting
Currency: USA
Turnover-2013: 25000
Turnover-2014: 100000
Amount of funding: 0.5-1.0
Purpose: pilot production plant for bamboo raw fibers
Investor: Venture Capital
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Company: ANERDGY AG
Participants:
Sven Koehler
Street: Technoparksstrasse 1
City: 8005 Zürich
Country: Switzerland
Phone: +41 78 912 06 39
E-Mail: sven.koehler@anerdgy.ch
Website: www.anerdgy.com

ANERDGY AG
WindRail is an innovative electricity generating system placed on the roof edges of
residential,commercial and industrial buildings and is able to make use of three
renewable energy sources: wind flow, wind pressure and solar radiation. As a
secondary function it provides buildings with elementary functions and felxible
design elements.
The WindRail modular system is the optimal solution towards nearly zero energy
buildings - also for renovations.
4
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Looking for funding
Looking for business partners/joint ventures/strategic partnerships
Looking for (pilot project) clients
Innovation in Energy Generation, Distribution, and Storage

Year Founded: 2012
Proof of concept: completed
Demonstration pilot: completed
Make roll-out: starting
Expansion: starting
Currency: Euro
Turnover-2013: 0.2
Turnover-2014: 0.5
Amount of funding: 1.5
Purpose: Realization of reference projects and market roll out
Investor: Angel Investor, Corporate Investor
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Company: Deutsche Umweltstiftung
Participants:
Jamila Mohme, Fabian Spörer
Street: Greifswalder Straße 4
City: 10405 Berlin
Country: Germany
Phone: 4930202384284
E-Mail: jamila.mohme@deutscheumweltstiftung.de
Website: www.deutscheumweltstiftung.de

Deutsche Umweltstiftung
The Deutsche Umweltstiftung is the oldest and by the number of its funders biggest German citizens fund. By educating people and providing ways to rethink
business and society, the goal of Deutsche Umweltstiftung is to find solutions to
contemporary sustainability problems. In the 30 years since its foundation and with
the help of many courageous volunteers, the Deutsche Umweltstiftung realized
more than 300 projects. At the moment, the project "EcoCrowd" is being realized,
a Crowdfunding platform for sustainable projects.
4
4

Looking for funding
Looking for business partners/joint ventures/strategic partnerships

Year Founded: 1982
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Company: Tauriga Sciences
Street: 39 Old Ridgebury Road, Suite C4
City: 06810 Danbury
Country: Unites States
Phone: 514 840 3697
E-Mail: ssung@tauriga.com
Website: www.tauriga.com
Participants: Seth Shaw

Tauriga Sciences
Tauriga Sciences, Inc. (TAUG) is a diversified company focused on generating profitable revenues through license agreements and the development of a proprietary
technology platform in the nano-robotics space.
The mission of the Company is to acquire and build a diversified portfolio of cutting
edge technology assets that is capital efficient and of significant value to the shareholders. The Company's business model includes the acquisition of licenses, equity
stakes, rights on both an exclusive and non-exclusive basis, and entire businesses.
Management is firmly committed to building lasting shareholder value in the short,
intermediate, and long terms.
On January 28, 2014 the Company completed its acquisition of Cincinnati, Ohio
based Pilus Energy LLC ("Pilus Energy"), the developer of proprietary synthetic
biology powered microbial fuel cell technology that creates electricity while consuming polluting molecules from wastewater. The Company's corporate websites can
be found at (www.tauriga.com) and (www.pilusenergy.com).
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Company:
A.U.B. AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
UMSETZUNG + BERATUNG
Participants:
Dipl.-Kfm. Gerd Lütjen
Street: Kurfürstendamm 96
City: 10709 Berlin
Country: Germany
Phone: +49-030 / 893 601 27
E-Mail: info@aub-ag.de
Website: www.aub-ag.de

„Dem Geld darf man nicht nachlaufen, man muss ihm
entgegengehen.“ Aristoteles Onassis
Wir zeigen Ihnen, wie. Die A.U.B. AG hilft Ihrem Unternehmen zu Fördergeldern, ob Beteiligungen, zinsgünstige Darlehen oder reine Zuschüsse –
und das ERFOLGSABHÄNGIG. Wir beraten branchenübergreifend und
bundesweit vorwiegend mittelständische Unternehmen der gewerblichen
Wirtschaft.
Die Zusammenarbeit mit der A.U.B. AG bietet Ihnen wichtige Vorteile:
Entlastung des Managements: Anträge sind sehr zeitaufwändig.
Wir übernehmen das für Sie.
Unser Know-How: Welche der über 800 Förderprogramme kommt für Sie in
Frage? Auf was muss man achten? Profitieren Sie von unserer über 15-jährigen
Erfahrung!
Erfolgsabhängige Bezahlung: Kein Erfolg – keine Kosten für Sie! Bei Bewilligung fließen Ihnen 85% der durch unsere Tätigkeit erwirtschafteten Mittel zu.
Hat unsere Kurzdarstellung Ihr Interesse geweckt? Haben Sie interessante neue
Projekte, die innovativ, technisch riskant, aber wirtschaftlich vielversprechend
sind? Oder haben Sie allgemeinen Finanzierungsbedarf?
Dann besuchen Sie uns: www.aub-ag.de!
„Die Phönizier haben das Geld erfunden - warum bloß so
wenig?!“ Johann Nepomuk Nestroy
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Company:
Bonnekamp + Sparing Patentanwaltskanzlei
European Patent and Trademark Law Firm
Participants: Rolf K. Sparing, Pia Werner
Street: Goltsteinstraße 19
City: 40211 Düsseldorf
Country: Germany
Phone: +49-211-1792000
E-Mail: info@bonnekamp-sparing.de
Website: www.bonnekamp-sparing.de

Bonnekamp + Sparing Patentanwaltskanzlei
European Patent and Trademark Law Firm
Our Firm is counsel to German and Foreign companies for the protection of Intellectual Property worldwide, in particular inventions, and for enforcement of Rights
against competitors. The service to our clients includes cost optimized solutions
and strategies. We were repeatedly able to significantly downsize the patent costs
of our clients.
Focus of our Firm are inventions in the field of mechanical engineering, in particular
automotive suppliers, physics, in particular nano-physics, computer-related invention, semi-conductors and optics, and chemistry, in particular solid state chemistry,
Life and Crop Sciences. Bonnekamp & Sparing is member of BIO Deutschland.
Please check our homepage for profiles of attorneys.
We further have significant experience in solving complex inventor’s remuneration
problems and finding adequate provisions in the respective balance for late payments. In particular when entering fresh capital or going public, it is often found
that remuneration legally owed to employee-inventors was neither paid nor even
considered for provisions.
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Company: Argentine Embassy
Street: Kleiststr. 23-26
City: 10787 Berlin
Country: Germany
Phone: 0049 - 30 22 66 89 51
E-Mail: inversiones_ealem@mrecic.gov.ar
Website: www.ealem.mrecic.gov.ar
Participants:
Sebastián Ballina Head of the Economy Trade and Investment Department
Tobias Gierling Advisor - Economy Trade and Investment Department

Argentine Embassy
The Economic, Trade and Investment Section of the Argentinean Embassy is
focused on trade and investment promotion issues.
The Argentine Embassy is looking for potential investors (productive direct investments) concerning many resource projects, e.g. in the environmental and renewable energy sector, as well as in the food & beverage sector. The spectrum of
investment opportunities in the environmental sector covers all central topics
(water, air & soil, energy and construction, recycling & regenerative materials). For
instance, in the renewable energy sector there are currently diverse investment
opportunities in bio energy projects (biomass, pellets and biogas) and in wind
energy projects. There are also interesting projects in the geothermal, hydro and
solar business. Potential investors might consider taking a look in advance to the
Online-Database for Productive Investment Opportunities
(http://bapip.inversiones.gov.ar/en) or just get to know more about the possibilities Argentina is offering during the workshop.
Sustainability creates, maintains and reproduces the necessary conditions under
which humans and nature can coexist in harmony. By its way, societies are able to
fulfill the social, economic and ecological requirements for the present and future
generations. Sustainable Development can be enhanced by Social Responsible
Investments, considering not only financial profitability as a unique goal, but also
integrating ecological, social and ethical issues in the same process.
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Company:
Business Development Urban Mining
Waste to Value Solutions (W2V)
GS Gesellschaft für Umwelt- und
Energie- Serviceleistungen mbH
Participants:
Christian Wagner/Georg Schons
Street: Zum Kuckuckstein 12
City: 78253 Eigeltingen
Country: Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 7774-923 234
E-Mail: christian.wagner@gsgmbh.net
Website: www.gsgmbh.net
GS Gesellschaft für Umwelt- und Energie- Serviceleistungen mbH
4 GS is a highly experienced and innovative German SME company located in the
heart of the German economy, Baden-Wuerttemberg. This region bears many
hidden champions that are world market leader in various technologies and business areas. GS holds a unique selling proposition with regards to coin separation
technology from recycling non-ferrous and heavy metals.
4 The company is specialised in urban mining activities and waste to value solutions. The core activities include design, engineering, construction & operation of
waste to value machinery, equipment and entire plants.
4 GS offers profound knowledge in processing incineration ashes, scrap & shredder products and metal concentrates. We recover ferrous & non-ferrous metals,
coins, gold & silver valuables and jewellery from these waste products.
4 The company is led by Georg Schons, Director & Owner of the GS Group of
Companies. Georg profits from over 25 years of experience in waste management
for various multinational companies. He is owner of several patents for the recovery of metals, valuables and coins from incineration ashes, scrap & shredder products and metal concentrates.
4 GS employs 27 full and part-time employees in its engineering, production,
sales and administration department. The annual turnover from the company’s
business activities is estimated with 3 Mio € for 2013.
4 GS GmbH is a certified waste management company and certified according to
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 for Quality Management Systems.
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Company: SMartExergy WMS GmbH
Participants:
Dr. Tolgay Ungan, Ptrick Steindl
Street: Georges-Köhler-Alle 106
City: 79110 Freiburg
Country: Germany
Phone: 07612037224
E-Mail: info@smartexergy.com
Website: www.smartexergy.com

SMartExergy WMS GmbH
SmartExergy WMS GmbH is located in Freiburg im Breisgau in Germany and develops and sales products for the wireless monitoring of photovoltaic plants at
modul-level. The company was founded in March 2012 by the two founders Dr.
Tolgay Ungan and Patrick Steindl from the department of Microsystems Enigneering
from the University of Freiburg.
4
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Looking for funding
Looking for business partners/joint ventures/strategic partnerships
Looking for support in international activities
Innovation in Energy Generation, Distribution, and Storage

Year Founded: 2012
RundD: completed
Proof of concept: completed
Demonstration pilot: completed
Make roll-out: starting
Expansion: starting
Spin-off: completed
Currency: Euro
Turnover-2012: 30000
Turnover-2013: 170000
Turnover-2014: 500000
Amount of funding: 3.500.000
Purpose: staff, marketing, sales, after-sales-services
Investor: Angel Investor, Venture Capital, Corporate Investor, Grants
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Company: amperetta GmbH
Participants:
Ulrich Setzermann, Ulrich Eichhorn
Street: Berliner Str. 44
City: 14467 Potsdam
Country: Brandenburg, Germany
Phone: +49-331-28838350
E-Mail: info@amperetta.com
Website: www.amperetta.com

amperetta GmbH
amperetta GmbH is developing a plug-in-full-hybrid drive for boats, which will be
sold at a attractive, competitive price. In the medium term, amperetta projects a
market share of 5% in Europe and 3% globally for boats with inboard engines.
The drivetrain consists of a 100kW equal 136HP combustion engine, which is attached to an electric motor of 30kW equal 41HP via computer-controlled clutch, propelling a shaft or a sterndrive. With the clutch open, the boat can be
driven on electric power alone without running the combustion engine. For more
power, the control computer automatically closes the clutch and applies torque
from the electric motor, starting the combustion engine and
bringing it to a computer-controlled rpm. With the clutch closed, the combustion
engine powers the electric engine as a generator, recharging the batteries.
By using each component in its most efficient operating range, the fuel consumption per unit of energy delivered can be greatly reduced, which leads to very low
operating costs. By combining an internal combustion engine with an electric
motor, the cost of a large battery capacity can be avoided.
4
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Looking for funding
Innovation in Energy Generation, Distribution, and Storage
Water-related Technologies
plug-in-hybrid drivetrain for watercraft

Year Founded: 2013
Proof of concept: starting
Demonstration pilot: starting
Currency: Euro
Amount of funding: 2
Purpose: development, marketing, rollout, preproduction
Investor: Angel Investor, Venture Capital
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Company: Returnity Partners
Street: Wandlhamerstr. 34b
City: 82166 Gräfelfing
Country: Germany
Phone: +49 175 675 6681
E-Mail: Markus_Zils@ReturnityPartners.com

Returnity Partners
We aim to accelerate the transition towards a circular economy at scale via supporting targeted
4
4
4

research
consulting and
investment projects.

Our approach is based on identifying, incubating and implementing at scale new
models to boost circular growth leveraging the attractive arbitrage opportunities
rooted in the systematic decoupling of economic growth from material intake
Resource technologies along the full (reverse) usage cycle of products, components
and materials are critical but frequently undervalued ingredients of innovative
business models decoupling economic growth from resource intake.
As the businesses community is aiming to become more circular, a substantial gap
in capacity and capabilities is becoming visible.
Entrepreneurs and investors alike are standing to reap substantial gains in venturing into closing these structural gaps.
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Company: The Dow Chemical Company
Street: Sneeuwbeslaan 20 Bus 10
City: B-2610 Wilrijk
Country: Belgium
Phone: +3216408616
E-Mail: jwaeterloos@dow.com
Website: www.dow.com

The Dow Chemical Company
Dow’s Corporate Venturing (DCV) group serves to identify new technologies for
Dow and to analyze and quantify new market opportunities that are enabled by
these breakthroughs.
DCV serves as an innovation pipeline for Dow, supplying a continuous flow of new
concepts for evaluation. The Technology Scouting group within DCV seeks to identify and interact with emerging technology-based companies, and to interact directly with the sources of these innovations, with a focus on developing strategic relationships.
To meet entrepreneurs and discuss potential opportunities.
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Company:
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Société coopérative
Street: 400, route d'Esch
City: L-1014 Luxembourg
Country: Luxembourg
Phone: 49 48 48 6601
E-Mail: alexandre.rhea@lu.pwc.com
Website: www.pwc.lu

PricewaterhouseCoopers, Société coopérative
At PwC's Accelerator, we help provide our clients with what high potential
companies typically lack . This includes: accompanying the company around the
world using PwC's global presence to help it in its commercial development,
fundraising, tax approach, worldwide financial reporting / financial consolidation
and the setting up of local branches throughout the world (e.g. local setup, local
hiring, local financial accounting, local payroll and its discussion with local governments if necessary).
De facto, companies in acceleration have Membership to PwC's Accelerator
community and benefit from all of the advantages.
We will leverage on PwC's global network & presence in 158 countries.
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Company: PIARCS, PBC, USA
Participants: Alexandra Holland
Street: 12520 226th st SE
City: 98296 Snohomish
Country: USA
Phone: 1 562 310 7570
E-Mail: alxholland@gmail.com
PIARCS, PBC, USA
PIARCS, PBC is a Delaware Public Benefit Corporation. PIARCS’ IP offers strategic
solutions to peak oil, peak phosphorus and drinking water shortages. PIARCS
primarily conducts R&D in the fields of sustainable algal biofuel and biological freshwater purification.
PIARCS customers comprise companies undertaking large-scale algal biomass and
biofuel production, as well as wastewater cleanup facilities aiming to supply drinking water. PIARCS key IP enables high algal lipid productivities and the flexible
production of a nutrients-free effluent from wastewater.
The Delaware PBC framework provides the opportunity to design licensing structures for PIARCS patents which not only secure substantial revenues, but also
provide means to ensure their sustainable implementation. Indeed, PIARCS will
reward sustainable designs with low cost licensing $0.05-0.10 per gal biodiesel to
enable algal biodiesel prices $0.81-2.19 per gal 20-year 10% IRR at productivities
on the order of 7,500 gal acre-1 yr-1. The US transportation fuel market alone, by
covering 1.5% mainland US, would generate PIARCS licensing revenues on the
order of $11-22 billion per year.
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Looking for funding
Food, Nutrition, Agriculture
Innovation in Energy Generation, Distribution, and Storage
Water-related Technologies
algal biofuel

Year Founded: 2014, R&D: starting, Proof of concept: starting,
Demonstration pilot: starting, Make roll-out: starting, Currency: EUR
Amount of funding: 2-4 million euros
Purpose: Patents Research and Development pilot scale project
Investor: Angel Investor, Venture Capital, Corporate Investor
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Company: LignoGen GmbH
Participants: Dr. Jürgen Sitzmann
Street: Fürther Str. 18
City: 91564 Schwabach
Country: Germany
Phone: 09122-185580
E-Mail: j.sitzmann@lignogen.de
Website: www.lignogen.de

LignoGen GmbH
Die LignoGen ist ein Start-up Unternehmen im Bereich der thermischen Vergasung
von Biomasse zur Stromerzeugung im dezentralen Anlagenbereich. Dabei konzentriert sich die LignoGen auf die Gasreinigung des Synthesegases. Dazu wurde
zusammen mit dem Karlsruher Institut für Technologie ein Heißgasfilter entwickelt
der Stäube bei Temperaturen bis 800°C aus dem Prozessgas entfernt. Diese Entwicklung wird augenblicklich um eine katalytische Cracking-Stufe zum Entfernen
von Teeren erweitert. Neben der Vermarktung der Gasreinigung ist vorgesehen in
Kooperation mit einem namhaften Vergaser- und Motorenhersteller das Gesamtsystem auf dem internationalen Markt zu platzieren.
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Looking for funding
Innovation in Energy Generation, Distribution, and Storage

Year Founded: 2011
RundD: completed
Proof of concept: completed
Demonstration pilot: completed
Make roll-out: starting
Turnover-2011: 20000
Turnover-2012: 5000
Turnover-2013: 40000
Turnover-2014: 140000
Amount of funding: 4 - 6 Mio
Purpose: Finalizing the Product International Market Introduction
Investor: Angel Investor, Venture Capital, Corporate Investor
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Company: Sonnenrepublik GmbH
Participants: Dr. Oliver Lang
Street: Reuchlinstr. 10-11
City: 10553 Berlin
Country: Germany
Phone: 030-609892761
E-Mail: o.lang@sonnenrepublik.de
Website: www.sonnenrepublik.de

Sonnenrepublik GmbH
We have invented a novel solar power supply system for electronic devices with
total modularity. Small solar modules with about 4x4cm size and the best solar
cells available can be connected to each other with a patented contact system to
create an individual solar array in various forms, colours and power. The counterparts are various application units such as USB chargers, lamps, audio systems,
sensors etc. There is almost no limitation in applications for our system, ranging
from simple consumer products to sophisticated industrial products. We use only
high efficency components and high quality materials, R&D and products are made
in Germany. Since our market launch by mid of 2013 we enter the German and
European markets with rising success.
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Looking for funding
Looking for business partners/joint ventures/strategic partnerships
Innovation in Energy Generation, Distribution, and Storage

Year Founded: 2012
RundD: completed
Proof of concept: completed
Demonstration pilot: completed
Make roll-out: completed
Expansion: starting
Turnover-2013: 70000
Turnover-2014: 750000
Amount of funding: 0.5
Purpose: Business expansion, new products, production equipment
Investor: Angel Investor, Venture Capital, Corporate Investor
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Company: myCleaner - Cleaner GmbH
Participants:
Hr. Slawa Kister, Hr. Abdula Hamed
Street: Löffelstraße 40A
City: 70597 Stuttgart
Country: Germany
Phone: +491702208477
E-Mail: s.kister@mycleaner.com
Website: www.mycleaner.com

myCleaner - Cleaner GmbH
The Car Cleaner who comes to you
www.mycleaner.com is the Germany’s first booking platform for mobile vehicle
cleaning. The car holder can place an order within a few minutes and immediately
receives a confirmation of the date requested. At the time booked the owner hands
over the car keys to a cleaner who will clean the vehicle inside and outside on a
high level of refurbishment in every location without any water or electricity connection. We use self-developed and bio-degradable cleaning products which clean
scratch-free without using extra water. In comparison to a cleaning in a conventional car wash out method saves up to 500 litres of water per vehicle.
We use self-developed bio-degradable cleaning products. There are more mobile
services planned in the medium term such as tyre change. We are currently working in 9 cities. We plan to expand with the help of our investor Scout24.
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Looking for funding
Looking for business partners/joint ventures/strategic partnerships
Looking for (pilot project) clients
Water-related Technologies
Mobile Car Wash and Car Cleaning Service

Year Founded: 2011, RundD: completed, Proof of concept: completed
Demonstration pilot: completed, Make roll-out: completed, Expansion: starting
Turnover-2011: 15000, Turnover-2012: 240.000, Turnover-2013: 300.000
Amount of funding: 500.000-750.000
Purpose: Strong Expansion in Germany with employees and partners
Investor: Angel Investor, Venture Capital, Corporate Investor
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Company: TerViva
Participants: Matthew Willis
Street: 111 Leigham Vale
City: SW23JH London
Country: United Kingdom
Phone: 447710779540
E-Mail: mattwillis007@gmail.com
Website: www.terviva.com

TerViva
We have built TerViva to solve the broken equation of shrinking arable land base
and rising demand for food, fuel and fertiliser.
Our technology is based on proprietary advancements in agronomy and molecular
genetics of pongamia, a tree that produces 8x higher oil yield per acre than soybeans on underused ag land, stressed from disease and changing environmental
conditions.
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Looking for funding
Looking for business partners/joint ventures/strategic partnerships
Looking for support in international activities
Looking for (pilot project) clients
Food, Nutrition, Agriculture
Pulp, Paper, Wood, Forest
Innovation in Energy Generation, Distribution, and Storage

Year Founded: 2010
R & D: completed
Proof of concept: completed
Demonstration pilot: completed
Make roll-out: starting
Currency: USA
Turnover-2012: 150000
Turnover-2013: 500000
Amount of funding: 2.5
Purpose: Expansion
Investor: Angel Investor, Venture Capital, Corporate Investor, Grants
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Company:
Dr. Brunthaler
Industrielle Informationstechnik GmbH
Street: Motzstrasse 5
City: 10777 Berlin
Country: Germany
Phone: +49.30.2150810
E-Mail: brun@brunthaler.de
Website: www.brunthaler.com

Dr. Brunthaler Industrielle Informationstechnik GmbH
Development and rollout of Warehouse Management System (WMS) software for
goods distribution and production.
Transportation is one of the main factors for environmental pollution and energy
consumption, but without it the global economy could not work. I see many possibilities to optimize transport activities and to reduce the impact on the global environment without giving away advantages in business competition by simply using
proper organization and IT systems.
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Company: Solar Architecture
Street: Pestalozzistr. 12
City: 10625 Berlin
Country: Germany
Phone: +49 30 8225875
E-Mail: astrid@astrid-schneider.de
Website: www.astrid-schneider.de
Entrepreneurs:
Oliver Lang - Sonnenrepublik
Martin Huber- Younicos
Philipp Schroeder - Sonnenbatterie
Solar Architecture
Astrid Schneider is a Berlin based architect and author, specialized on solar
architecture. Her main field is the Building Integration of Solar Energy especialy
Photovoltaics. As an architect, she worked on research project, publications and
real projects.
She would like to help developing economic and functional Building Integrated
Photovoltaik Products and to realize fully solar supplied Buildings.
Building integrated Photovoltaics are still underdeveloped. The potential is out
there, but not yet really fruitfully used. The last years were concentrated on green
land free standing PV-Power-Plants and the mass production of the cheapest solar
modules.
The actual trends are going back to functionally integrated solar systems, specially
designed and combined with other elements to serve not only electricity demand,
but as well mobilit and heat. Storage systems such as batteries and boilers are
now combined.
The forum gives the opportunity to developers and investors from those fields of
technology to come together and developenew business opportunities.
Future Growth and wealth will only be possible based on renewable energy, renewable materials and the sustainable living and acting within our natural surrounding.
This means, that the topic of this forum is highly interesting.

Where Your Business Feels at Home

An extremely stable and predictable legal and political environment, a highly competitive tax system and an outstanding quality of life are among the key factors making
Switzerland and the Greater Zurich Area a leading European location for companies
and individuals looking for reliable long-term opportunities for their business and
capital.
The Greater Zurich Area AG assists you in choosing your business location –
proﬁciently and free of charge.
www.greaterzuricharea.ch

